
It's time for a review and a retracing and reintegration of 
basic principles into the design process. 

- Douglas Pollard, Architect1 
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A rchitecture and nature are the two most important sources of 
inspiration for me. One is made by man, and one precludes man. Man is, 
by definition, part of nature. Therefore it seems incongruous, illogical to 
say that what man creates is not also part of nature. What happens, 
however, when man realizes that the things he creates is destroying 
nature, the very entity that supports his survival. At what point does man 
collectively change his mind and decide that his creations (including 
architecture) must be in harmony with nature? When does man say, 
"Stop. No More. If we do not discontinue our current destructive 
methods, then man as a species wi ll die."? 

We are all negligently destroying our earth. We know and have 
known for some time that our cars, running on internal combustion 
engines, burn fossi l fuels, which contributes to air pollution and advances 
global warming. Yet we continue to allow the automobile industry to make 
and sell them to us. I just recently learned through research for this 
project that the building industry can be held accountable for over 50% of 
the carbon dioxide emissions in industrialized countries. 



We need, collectively, to harbor a greater respect for our natural 
environment. Not because it is nice to look at (although that is so), but 
because our very survival depends on it's protection. 

There are many, many ways in which we continue to support the 
destruction of our natural environment. Too many of which we are not 
aware of. But therein lies the problem: a lack of awareness followed by a 
lack of resolve and determination. If more people are granted an awe
inspiring personal encounter with nature, then we might be more willing to 
sacrifice convenience and open our eyes to the ways in which we can 
reverse this destruction. Maybe then more people will be willing to stand 
up and say, "Hey, this in not working." 

The real interesting part is that we don't even have to sacrifice 
much. We can still have our beloved automobile and use it everyday. All 
we have to do is change the fuel it runs on. There are already viable 
alternatives. We can still have beautifully detailed wooden paneling and a 
heavy solid wood door. All we have to do is make sure that the wood is 
coming from a company that practices sound forest management. We 
can even brighten our homes and offices everyday by applying more 
aggressive day-lighting techniques that diminish our dependence on 
artificial lighting and thereby conserve energy. The only sacrifice here is 
letting go of our ignorance. 



A t this point in history, the world is in a very interesting and yet, 
precarious place. Because of increasing populations and changing 
technologies life on earth is visibly threatened. Architects and others in 
the realm of the built environment have an opportunity to change the 
current trends. So we must ask ourselves the following questions and 
dare to explore the answers. 

Thesis Statement 
Architecture in a preserved natural environment should communicate the 
spirit of the place without destroying that spirit. 
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F or years now we have known of the detriment to our natural 
environment caused by contemporary construction methods and absent
minded design decisions. It was the energy crisis of the1970s that first 
made us aware of our dependence on energy in every facet of our lives. 
And many of the main principles of today's "Green Architecture" were first 
derived in response to this crisis. Of late, there has been resurgence in 
the importance of ecological design. Articles on green design are popping 
up in architecture and design journals everywhere. After noticing this 
resurgence, one asks several questions: why now, why are we not further 
along in our quest for sound ecological design, and what is ecological 
design today? 

Why Now? 
The question, "Why now?" can be answered in a few ways. One 

answer concerns the ever-growing population of the planet earth. 
According to Robert Berkebile, former chairman of the AIA's Committee 
on the Environment, at our current rate of growth, earth's population 



doubles every 40 years.3 The greater the population, the more people 
vying for the same limited natural resources, including energy and 
construction materials. It becomes clear that energy conservation and 
renewable resources are very important to survival. 

Another concern is global warming. Peter Smith, the chairman for 
RIBA's Environment and Planning Committee from 1989-97, claims that at 
least 50% of carbon dioxide emissions in industrialized countries originate 
from buildings. Considering the negative effects of global warming, such 
as rising ocean levels, increased occurrence and severity of storms, 
expansion of desert areas, depletion of ozone in our atmosphere, and 
others, it has become obvious that reducing or eliminating the extent to 
which buildings contribute to global warming is required.4 

Perhaps most importantly, however, corporations are beginning to 
realize that it is more expensive not to design ecologically. The initial 
costs of a green building can be high, but the amount of money saved on 
energy consumption exceeds that high start-up price. Many companies 
are beginning to be influenced to build green buildings thanks to the 
United States Green Building Council's (USGBC) Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) program. The program is not tied to 
tax incentives, but has some influence for purely competitive, "market
driven" reasons.5 



Why are we not further along in our guest for sound ecological 
design? 

Perhaps this question can be answered in a couple of ways. 
First, one failure of the green design movement was its inability to 
progress into the mainstream after the initial introduction in the 1970's. 
The important focus on energy conservation led to the development of 
many gadget's that were not integrated into buildings, but rather stuck on 
them in an ugly retrofitted manner.6 This resulted in a lack of aesthetic 
appreciation for green architecture, pushing it out of the spotlight and 
leaving it somewhat forgotten. 

The second explanation can perhaps be found in politics. Jimmy 
Carter put up solar panels on the White House and offered tax incentives 
to energy-saving buildings. However, when Ronald Reagan entered the 
White House in the early 1980's, the solar panels were removed and the 
tax incentives discontinued. In addition, President Reagan, and Bush 
after him, sponsored support for nuclear, coal, and oil industries, ending 
any national concern for conservation or environmental health.7 When Bill 
Clinton became president, especially with environmentally concerned Al 
Gore as his vice-president, energy conservation and the natural 
environment were once again supported by the federal government. Now 
George Bush's son is president and environmental issues are once again 
sidelined. The support of the government, therefore, swings back and 



forth depending on the party of the president. 

What is ecological design today? 
This question is a very important one to answer. It is certainly 

more than energy conservation, though that is included. Ecological 
design, green design, green architecture, and sustainability are all terms 
used to describe this ideology and will be used interchangeably 
throughout this document. Ana Rosa de Oliveira, in a book called ~ 
techture, says "To speak of sustainability in architecture means conceiving 
constructions for the future, not only in terms of the physical durability of 
the building, but also the durability of the planet and its energy 
resources ... To speak today of the ecology of a building is, in short, to 
focus on its capacity to integrate environmental and dimatic parameters, 
and to transform them into qualities of space, comfort, and form ... She 
even mentions some of the strategies of this architecture: •optimization of 
architectural form, orientations and openings; the power of inertia and the 
exploitation of passive solar energy, and the incorporation of active solar 
energy, and the application of intelligent systems by which buildings 
function profitably.~ 

Some green design firms stress an importance on emulafmg 
nature and natural processes in design, and others focus on passive 
techniques combined with new technologies to ta".e advantage of 1ght 



and energy. Van Der Ryn Architects associates ecological design with an 
emulation of natural forms and processes. They see it as "a marriage of 
nature and technology, using ecology as the basis for design."10 The 
president of Van Der Ryn Architects, Sim Van Der Ryn, has formed the 
Ecological Design Institute (EDI), a team of architects, designers, 
engineers, community planners, and educators. The EDI has set forth five 
principles of ecological design: 1 solutions grow from place; 2 make 
nature visible; 3 design with nature; 4 ecological accounting informs 
design; and 5 everyone is a designer.11 

If solutions grow from place, then design decisions are closely 
interrelated with site and context. By making nature visible the project 
provides its users a clear understanding of where the building comes 
from. It basically serves as an education tool. In designing with nature, 
green design follows natural processes for all functions of the building, 
including ventilation, lighting, heating and cooling, in a manner less likely 
to harm the natural ecosystem of the site and the planet as a whole. By 
using ecological accounting to inform design, design decisions are 
weighed against the effect they will have on the natural ecosystem. In this 
manner, the environmental impact is not something assessed upon the 
completion of the project with unknown results but rather an integral part 
of the entire design process with no surprises at the end. In focusing on 
ecological design, many firms, including Van Der Ryn Architects, have 



discovered that the process is a multidisciplinary one, including 
professionals from various fields, the users of the building, and the 
inhabitants of the local area. Richard R. Croxton and Kirsten Childs of 
Croxton Collaborative said, "Physicists, geologists, chemists, biologists, 
energy simulation specialists, and industrial hygienists are among the 
disciplines to be consulted." They also mentioned the inclusion of utility 
companies, water districts, storm and sewer districts, municipal solid 
waste departments, and "all other 'partners' who benefit from the avoided 
burdens and costs of minimally compliant buildings".12 

So green design seeks to understand natural processes and 
combine them with new technologies and ancient design techniques to 
create a building that caters to human needs without destroying the 
natural environment. 



. issues 

Design Responses 

local building materials 

water conservation active solar collection 

smart lighting sensors 

embedded in place 
natural light 

health and happiness rainwater collection 



Tyler Residence - Tuback, Arizona 
Rick Joy Architects 

Rick Joy is an environmentally concerned architect based in 
the deserts of Arizona. In this project, making the project 
appear embedded in its place was an important factor for 
both architect and client. There is an abundancy of natural 
light within the house, which has the added bonus of allowing 

for great views of the surrounding mountains. In some of 
Joys projects, he has used a material called rammed 
earth. It is a monolithic material that comes from and 
can be returned to the earth. It is low maintenance 
compared to adobe and gives the feeling of being more 
connected with 
nature. 

Photos by Jeff Goldberg/Esto 
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Camino Con Corazon - Mexico 
Jersey Devil 

Located in the hot and dry climate of 
the Baja peninsula in western 

Mexico, this 
private 
residence 
utilizes 
natural 
venti lation to cool the house without 
air-conditioning. The walls of the 
structure are thick and use their 
thermal mass to control the internal 

temperature and protect from the extremes of the outside air. 
Tile floors are used throughout to absorb the sun's the heat in 
the day and release it into the cool night. Rainwater from the 
roof is collected in small cisterns at each end of the sloping, 
tiled roof. 

Photos by Alan Weintraub, funding by the Graham Foundation 



Boyne River Ecology Centre- Canada 
Douglas Pollard 

An example of "near-zero impact architecture," this building 
uses wind and sun to create its own power, is heated and 
cooled through natural ventilation and insulation, and filters its 
own waste. The building is dug into the base of a hill, upon 
which a wind generator is located at the crest. The roof of the 

centre is sod and provides 
insulation and foliage to allow the 
building to fade into its 
environment. A large fireplace at 
the center heats the near by 
gathering spaces and serves as 
the water heater. The cupola at 
the building's center allows light 
into the back of the building and 
acts as a ventilator removing 
stale air. 

Photos by Jeff Goldberg/Esto 
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By creating an environmentally responsible architecture 
in its simplicity and clarity is more attainable and desira , 
we can then bridge the gap between the environmental 
extremist fringe and P91>Ular cultlire. 
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the facility will serve as a destination, an event in and of itself. 
Until recently, it has been the case that only National Parks had 

visitor centers. However, there are some new examples of visitor centers 
for National Forests. Perhaps the reason for this is that a National Park 
has more of a destination mentality for Americans, whereas a National 
Forest is something that we merely drive through. Wilderness Areas are 
similar to National Parks in that they are seen by some as a destination. 

For the time being, though, only those who are comfortable 
carrying a pack into the wilderness for several days appreciate what 
Wilderness Areas have to offer. 

Due to the nature of Wilderness Areas, a visitor center cannot be 
located within it's boundaries. A visitor center located just outside the 
boundary is accessible by road, and offers views into the Wilderness 
Area. It also serves as an entry point into the Wilderness Area. By 
creating a facility at the edge of a Wilderness Area, more visitors will have 
an oppurtunity to appreciate such a pristine area. 
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G 0 a 
Educate visitors about the wilderness area and green design 
Inspire visitors through interaction with nature 
Create an open environment within the visitor center 

s 



Figure 2.x: Educate - Concept 1.1 

Figure 2.x: Educate - Concept 1.2 

d u c a 
Performance Requirements: 
1. Exhibit space should be provided in a two-fold manner that clearly 

separates the two topics but without discouraging a visitor from 
exploring both sections: 

-one section for educational exhibits concerning the ecology and 
evolutions of the White Mountain Wilderness, and 

-one section that illustrates the principles of green design 
(designing in harmony with nature) 

2. The visitor center itself must represent through design what the 
green design exhibits speak of. 

3. The library should provide a comfortable setting for researching a 
specific topic or for general reading. 

Concepts: 
1.1 The two topics might have different color schemes so that a visitor 

knows when they are passing from one topic to the other without 
there being an actual spatial separation. 

1.2 The two exhibit spaces could be spatially separated by strong 
independent geometries without separating walls. 

e 

-



Figure 2.x: Educate - Concept 3.1 

Figure 2.x: Educate - Concept 3.2 

The exhibits on green design should expressly point out how each 
part of the visitor center meets the requirements of green design. 

3.1 Multiple sitting areas should be provided within the library. Some 
chairs should be placed around a table and some chairs should be 
independent of a table. 

3.2 Bookcases could be designed at a height that allows a standing 
person to comfortably open a book on top of the bookcase. 



Figures 2.x & 2.x: Inspire - Concept 1.2 

n s p r e 
Performance Requirements: 
1. Movement should be carefully thought out from the moment of arrival 

to eventual departure. 

2. The visitor center should appear to grow from its site, to belong 
there ... 

3. From within the building visitors should not feel separated from 
nature 

Concepts: 
1.1 Upon arrival, the views from the parking lot to the entrance of the 

visitor center should be carefully planned. 
1.2 Views from within the building to the surrounding landscape should 

be framed for specific views. 
1.3 The nature trail(s) should be planned around specific views and the 

micro-environment of the site. 

2.1 The building's lines should follow the surrounding landscape. 
2.2 The materials used should not appear foreign to the site. 



fa goals 

Figures 2.x & 2.x: Inspire - Concept 2.1 

3.1 Views to the outdoors should be of a quality that diminishes the line 
between indoor and outdoor. 

3.2 Operable windows and doors should allow for the sounds of the 
outdoors to penetrate and flow within the indoor environment. 

Figures 2.x: Inspire - Concept 3.1 



foci ·t'y goals 

c r e a t 
Performance Requirements: 
1. Each primary space should flow from one to another. 

2. Indoor space should flow or seem to flow to the outdoors. 

Concepts: 
1.1 No single primary space should feel closed off from the rest of the 

visitor center. 

2.1 Views to the outdoors should be pervasive from within the visitor 
center. 

2.2 Wherever possible operable doors and windows should provide a 
physical flow of space from indoors to outdoors, and vice versa. 

e 



user groups 

List of Users 

Adventurists 
backpackers 
day hikers 
climbers 

Nature-seekers 
photographers 
bird watchers 
sight see'ers 

Educators 
forest rangers 
teachers 
students 
families 

Professionals 
environmentalists/ecologists/conservationists 
architects 
landscape architects 
researchers 
scientists 

A wide array of peop'.e 1n use lhe visitor c:enter. 
Currently, the adventurists a e the most frequent users of 
Wilderness Areas. For them the visi'JJ< center save as a 
departing poinl It provides a ~e plate for mem to ~e tne , 
car, whether they • be · n the •, emess d.:Jring fM day Of 

overnight. It is a place •lhere til....cy ca'il gather infoonaboo 
about the trail system and current restridfons and genera 
policies concerning back-country · .,· ng. They 'l I be abfe to 
inform the rangers of the deta~ of thelI vis" (length of trip and 
destination, etc.). 

Nature seekers currently use Wikfemess Areas to 
some extent, but with the creation of a visitor center wi be 
encouraged to visit more often and •If t~.ely get more 
enjoyment from their visil The visitor center vlir. help them 
learn about the surrounding environmenL ifs current state and 
how it has evolved. It will provide infonnation about trees, 
flowers, grasses, birds, and other animals that can be found in 
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activity analysis 
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activity analysis 

10:00 am (only in the summer and ealty m 
a second ranger arrives tor added~~ 

11 am -1 pm 
rangers alternate lunch breaJ'.s (~ '~ ~~-~ ~ ~j 

2:30 pm 
first ranger leaves for the day 

5:30 pm 
ranger begins reorganizing the~ ~eir~ mire~~ 

-see momang list tor~~ 
6:00 pm 

ranger closes the~~~~ dtalj 



spatial analysis 

Primary Spaces 
information desk & entry space (reception) 
exhibit space A & B 
library 

Secondary Spaces 
ranger's office 
kitchenette 
restrooms 
janitorial closet 
storage 
mechanical room 

Outdoor Spaces 
observation deck 
small amphitheater 
nature trails 
parking 



. 
primary spaces 

information 
desk 

information desk & entry space 

The information desk should be the first encounter upon entering 
the visitor center. There should be ample room for several people or a 
small group (8-1 2 poeple) to stand comfortably around the information 
desk with the ranger behind it. There should be enough space on the 
desk to layout a large map and other brochures, etc. The visitor side of 
the desk should be at a suitable height for a standing visitor. The ranger
side of the desk should be able to accommodate a standing or sitting 
ranger. The ranger-side of the desk must allow for under-counter storage. 
A telephone jack and electrical jacks should be supplied at the desk. 

Size: 400 sq. ft. 
User Groups: all 
#of Users: 5-10 



. 
primary spaces 

exhibit spaces 

There should be separate exhibit spaces for the White Mountain 
Wilderness Area and Green Design education. However, the exhibit 
spaces should flow from one to the other so that the visitor is tempted to 
explore both exhibits. The exhibit spaces should not be in areas closed 
off from the rest of the center in order to maintain an open feel throughout 
the visitor center. Wherever possible, direct views to the subject matter 
should be provided (e.g. an adjacent aspen groove). 

Size: 500 sq. ft. 
User Groups: all 
#of Users: 12-20 



. 
primary spaces 

information 
desk 

library 

The library should be an integral part of the visitor center. Every 
visitor should feel free to explore the library to learn more about the area 
or other topics. The library should contain various media (e.g. journals, 
magazines, videos and books) concerning nature, green design, and other 
related topics. Adequate shelving should be provided for storage and 
display of the library's contents. A television with VCR or DVD should be 
included for the viewing of videos. This could be located in an adjacent 
space to avoid disrupting other users of the library. A table and chairs 
should also be included in this space for use by visitors. Task lighting 
should adequately illuminate the reading areas. 

Size: 300 sq. ft. 
User Groups: all 
#of Users: 5-10 



secondary spaces 

rangers' 
office 

information 
desk 

rangers' office 

An administrative office should be included for the rangers' use. 
The office should be adjacent and open to the information desk and entry 
so that the rangers can be working without losing touch with the rest of the 
visitor center. Furniture requirements include a desk, file storage, cabinet 
storage, a computer, and a telephone. Electrical as well as telephone 
jacks should be supplied. Ample natural light should be provided 
combined with task lighting. 

Size: 240 sq. ft. 
User Groups: forest rangers 
#of Users: 2-3 



secondary spaces 

kitchenette 

A kitchenette is required for general deaning and eating needs of 
the rangers. A refrigerator, microwave, and a sink should all be included 
in this area. Storage in the form of cabinets and counter space near the 
appliances. It should be adjacent to the rangers' office, and acoustically 
separate from the rest of the visitor center. The janitorial closet could be 
located in a portion of this area. 

Size: 150 sq. fl 
User Groups: forest rangers 
#of Users: 2-3 



secondary spaces 

rangers' 
~-__,__, office 

restrooms 

One restroom for each of the sexes should be provided for use by 
the rangers and visitors. The occupant load is such that only one water 
closet and one lavatory is required in each restroom. Both should be 
handicap accessible. The restrooms should be out of the way, yet 
adjacent to the main spaces. 

Size: 80 sq. ft. each (160 total) 
User Groups: all 
#of Users: 4 



fa secondary spaces 

rangers' 
,::........W'-"'""~ office 

information 
desk 

janitorial closet 

A janitorial closet is required for aid in cleaning the visitor center. 
Most likely, a separate employee will not be hired to clean the center; 
rather the task of cleaning the visitor center will fall under opening and 
closing duties each day by the rangers. The closet should have enough 
space for a large sink and to store mops, brooms, vacuum cleaners, and 
other cleaning supplies. 

Size: 25 sq. ft. 
User Groups: forest rangers or janitors 
#of Users: 1 



fa secondary spaces 

storage rangers' 
.,,__--""'----...... office 

restrooms 

storage 

Aside from the storage provided in the rangers' office, the 
kitchenette, and the janitorial closet, an additional storage room will be 
needed for maintenance tools (e.g. hammer, ladder, light bulbs), seasonal 
exhibits, and various other items that don't fit into the other storage areas. 
The room should be located out of the way near the rangers' office. 
Size: 100 sq. ft. 
User Groups: forest rangers 
#of Users: 2-3 

mechanical room 

Although, no cooling system will be needed for this building a 
mechanical room is still needed for control of the heating system and 
communications equipment. The room should be located out of the way. 
Size: 50 sq. ft. 
User Groups: forest rangers & maintenance 
#of Users: 2 



outdoor spaces 

I observation deck 

observation deck 

The observation deck shoukt pr<J"liOO a 34W' ~t&tll of~~ Dt 
should label points of interest (e.g. Sim'a ~ P~ till\e V~I· d 
Ruidoso, etc.) and 1he caroinal O; edfms. It 5fiWh1I d'«d ~ d ~ 
rest of the site and be a~ to ~- ltt ~ lh'e I~~ 
to handle a small group (8-12 ~)at~ fme. P~ a ~lliertal!I 
area should be provided for~l~ · ~w~. 

Size: 200 sq. fl 
User Groups: g 

#ofUsers: 8-12 



outdoor spaces 

~ 
small 

amphitheater } 

~ 

small amphitheater 

A small amphitheater will provide an area for focused outdoor 
activity. Groups, especially groups of school children, can use the spaoe 
for assembly purposes, including educational lectures by the forest 
rangers. The amphitheater should provide seating for 10-20 people. 

Size: 200 sq. fl 
User Groups: all 
# of Users: 10-20 



outdoor spaces 

nature trails 

Three (J(four short narure tr•~~ le are;aa; ~ ~ 
the visitor cenfef should ~a~, TOO~ ~ldl ~ ~intte; l)).lh\i:re 
the visitor can stop and sit ~''11 er resit~~~- N. ~ ~
should be exhibits to read aOOut ~ ~~ areai am!Wtmr~ ciB 

speciaJ view. The trails~ re wi* ~ h• ~le ~iinmi iim 
opposite directions to pass ooe ~w~~ ~i~ «l1f titre lbr.alll. Gme 
long trail could be stf~ b m~~le trail$~ llmmj]j ali mh\eir ane 
shortcuts back to the~ mts ~ mtOOS ~& all!w.llinmi tte ~i!itimr~ 
walk the \mole tra3 or just~ a tifue bl 

Size: n/a 
UserGroups: "' 
#of Users: 10-W 



spatial summary 

Total Net Sq. Ft. = 2,325 sq. ft. 

rangers' office 
restrooms janitorial closet 
janitorial closet restrooms 
storage rangers' office & exhibition spaces 
mechanical room n/a 

Outdoor 
observation deck 8-12 200 entry 
am hitheater 10-20 200 entry & nature trails 
nature trails 10-20 
parking 8-10 entry 



precedents 

Rio Grande Nature Center - Albuquerque, 
New Mexico 
Antoine Predock 

"By being a marker in the 
development of an overall 
landscape plan, through its 
pivotal position as a mediating 
educational experience and 
observation point to the subtle qualities of a significant natural setting, 
the Rio Grande Nature Center illustrates how a modest building can 
extend its influence to a broader context." 
-Peter C. Papademetirou, Progressive Architecture, March 1984 

A small library also doubles as a viewing area for the pond. 
The center's exhibition space is linked to the surrounding 
environment through windows that frame specific views 
related to the exhibition. Entry to the visitor center is strictly 
controlled: one leaves the gravel parking lot and follows a 
winding path into the river bosque, and then through a 
drainage culvert into the building. 

Photos by nmothy Hursley 



precedents 

National Wildflower Research Center, Austin 
Texas 
Overland Partners, Architects 

Though of a much greater scale than this project, the 
National Wildflower Research Center integrates an 
interpretive center with a small research library and outdoor 
nature trails. The center was designed in an ecological 
manner. Rainwater collection is 
a big part of the center. A large 

stone cistern 
serves as a 
lookout tower. An 
aquaduct is also 
used to carry rain 
from the roofs of 
buildings to 
another cistern at 
the entry to the 
center. 

Color plJOlos by Tlll05r/ P...s1ey 



precedents 

National Wildflower Research Center -
Austin, Texas 
Overland Partners, Architects 

The small research library contains books, journals, and 
videos on topics related to wi ldflowers and landscaping with 
indigenous plants. The exhibit room contains an area for 
wall exhibits and a room for a video presentation. 
Surrounding the grounds are a network of nature trails, and 
in various 
places 
shelters 
provide 
some 
shade 
and a 
place to 
rest. 

Color photos by Timothy Hursley 



precedents 

Boyce Thompson Arboretum Visitor Center -
Superior, Arizona 
Line and Space 

The visitor cenler silua1es itself be 11een 
the arrival/parting area and e ma·n 
nalure hall. In lhis 'la'/. the center acts 
as a buffer zone between e visitors 
wodd and e desert envfr0M1ent 
surround ng lhe cemer. .~ attention is 
given in aeafulg W°GOSffions 7om e 
exterior of · e oo ~ ng ~ tre · !esior. 
prO'r<f ng tee Yisf!or '/, .. , a mrortab'e 
rather than abrupt expe ·!Snee beht.ee 
the center and · e surrot.OC1.ng desert. 
Spares are destgred !o fla:r1 eas om 
one to a.no!37er. 



1. Markovsky, 75. 
2. Archl eague. 



In wildness is the preservation of the world. 

- Henry David Thoreau 1 



wilderness 

T The Area 
he White Mountain Wilderness is located within the Lincoln 

National Forest in south-central New Mexico. First established as a 
primitive area in 1933, the area's protected size was 25,000 acres. Other 
subsequent governmental policies have been applied over the years 
upgrading the level of protection and the size of the preserve, including 
the most recent New Mexico Wilderness Act of 1980, which increased the 
overall size of the White Mountain Wilderness to approximately 48,000 
acres. The designation as a Wilderness area is significant because it 
limits the activities allowed within the preserved area. No motorized or 
mechanized equipment is allowed within a Wilderness area. All travel is 
by foot or horseback; no mountain bikes or snow mobiles are allowed. 

The Smokey Bear Ranger District is one of three districts within 
the Lincoln National Forest and is the one that oversees the White 
Mountain Wilderness area. The ranger district's main offices and visitor 
center are in the nearby village of Ruidoso, New Mexico. 

Ruidoso is approximately 15 miles southeast of the wilderness 



wilderness 

area. Although New Mexico is considered to be · a hot-arid zooe d tile 
country, its mountcllnous regions receive noe ~oo aml ae ~ 
than the lower elevations. late summer is coosinfaed ID ltie al irai!mf 
season for Ruidoso, and it is because of fuese rafns amd! trre ·g11n 
elevation that Ruidoso maintains a comfomhq o:cmll dllmrefe; iim lilf1e 
summer. The vast difference in w~ in flhe SllllliTll1lTef lb.&'ueam ~trlln6ml 
and the surrounding plains aeares al s:ir~ efm tD tJlre ~liiffm ~ 
the village. Although the pennaoom ~ <Uf ~l!li:D:m is anUlUl111l!ll 
8,000, in the summertime il fa e:xceafs tnm 1!nlll11111irer. Rnrtlliiis ~ 
Ruidoso is known for an abundance~ cu.'fBftaxalr acifr¥ii'fes rammfmmi 1fuo:mm gm 
and fishing to hiking and campiwJ. · mm d~ff is w~ ll1!flilSt "¥1sm 
to the White Mountain Wilderness come from RuiI!'4ls:o. 

T The Site 
he site is located a!most at me end of me rood fo ~ 

Lookout, Forest Road 117(FR 117). ffi 117 be¢ls roof Sl . Rm.d, 
state highway 532, which is the rood up w · Apedte. me ml · resud. 

FR 117 is an improved dirt rood mat frat/as oogi1 best~ 
territory and a small pocket of privareltj m•.med f.and ca :al Vila ~dmna. 
up to its end at the parking lot for .1oojeau LOO~ .~ ~is a 
fire-lookout tower for the Forest Service. It is a~ ~fur 
sight-seers willing to take the d" rood toga tirefe. ~.out Co'ls is 



wilderness 

perched atop some rock outcroppings that form Monjeau Peak at 9,641 ft. 
In addition to Monjeau Lookout and Villa Madonna, there is a 

small campground that is reached just before the site. The site is about 
halfway between the campground and Monjeau Lookout. 



. 
issues 

T he site has a quality all its own. It is peaceful there, quiet. 
Grasses grow under foot and sway in the wind. The forest surrounds the 
site and the ridge-line runs through the middle of it, leaving a level place 
on top and sloping down to separate valleys on the sides. The sky is 
awash with shades of blue and white puffy clouds moving quickly by. 
The sun warms the skin, and the sound of the wind through the aspens 
and birds chirping eases the mind. The air in the mountains is fresh and 
clear, and smells of pine and juniper. 

Of utmost concern when building in such a pristine, solitary 
location is the preservation of the existing calmness and connection to 
nature. Frederick Steiner has said, •AJ1 buildings interfere with the 
environment. So each building should be worth the interference." If a 
building is going to intervene in such an environment, every attempt must 
be made to maintain the existing qualities. 
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aerial photographs 

aerial photograph, USGS 11 October 1996 aerial photograph, USGS 11 October 1996 



topographic map 



site analysis 



site analysis 

• . . pedestrian and vehirular lraffic to and 
~ from the site 



site analysis 

prevailing winds 



site inventory 

site inventory 



arrival to site 

Forest Road 117 turns off of State Road 532 and heads 
northwest through Gilmore Canyon towards Monjeau 
lookout where it ends. 

FR 117 winds its way through a patch of forest east and south of the White 
Mountain Wilderness area. The road is within the Lincoln National Forest, 
but passes through two small parcels of private land. all site photographs taken by author 



arrival to site 

Shortly after separating from State Road 532, FR 117 
joins Little Creek and follows it up to it's source, Little 
Creek Spring. 

After passing Little Creek Spring, FR 117 turns south 
and continues past a gate (which is closed during the 
winter months) before reaching this horseshoe turn and 
heading back towards the site and Monjeau lookout. 



photograph key 

This photograph key s~'1'S ~ roca!:on 
of the photographs on tile wfkw, pages 
and the direction in ' 'ch ~ a""e 
looking . 

. -------------------=·------ ----------------------= --



site photographs 

West 

photo #1 
360° view from center of existing parking lot 



site photographs 

photo #2 
Looking southwest towards the existing parking lot, this 
spot affords an excellent view of Sierra Blanca and it's 
surrounding ridges. From here the hillside slopes gently 
down to the existing parking lot. 



site photographs 

photo #3 
The northern edge of the site slopes down towards the 
aspen grove. 



site photographs 

photo #4 
Taken from the eastern end of the aspen grove, this 
picture shows the slope down to the aspen grove from the 
parking lot. The tall slender plants in the foreground 

photo #5 
The slope down from the parking lot is a bit more gentle 
on the western end of the aspen grove. The aspen grove 
provides a wonderful shade during the summer months 
and is filled with the peaceful sound of it's leaves dangling 
in the wind. 



site photographs 

...,;: 

photo #6 
On the southern edge, the site slopes down to Forest 
Road 117. The site is on a ridge, or saddle, running 
northeast and southwest. 

to 
Monjeau ~ , . -
Lookout ~ 



site photographs 



site photographs 

photo #8 
The existing parking lot is used as the trail-head parking 
for the Crest Trail (Trail #25). The Crest Trail is the most 
popular trail in the White Mountain Wilderness. It runs 
along the main spine of the Wilderness area and because 
it mostly follows the high ridge lines (hence, it's name) it 
affords many breathtaking views. 

photo #9 
The Crest Trail's total length is 21 .7 miles, but because 
it is accessible from many other trails within the 
Wilderness many visitors only hike a portion of the Crest 
trail. 



possible nature trail sights 

A trail leaving the visitor center and moving through the 
aspen grove to the north would offer this view to the west 
before entering the aspen grove. 



possible nature trail sights 

A walk into an aspen grove is a venture into a 
. different world. The light is splotchy and ever-
1 changing as the leaves are so light they move in 
· the slightest wind. The trunks are white and reflect 
~ light, which also contributes to the surreal feeling 

inside an aspen grove. The lower portion of the 
trunk is free from branches leaving all the leaves 
above which creates a sort of room within the 
aspen grove. 



possible nature trail sights 

• ~ ; "Mo "-.t 
-~ {11, ' · - ...... _.... 

A trail leaving the visitor center and heading east toward 
the wooded area above the clearing could end with this 
vista looking over Forest Road 117 (wh ich appears in the 
right-hand side of this picture), affording views of Alto, 
Ruidoso, the Sierra Blanca Regional Airport, and Antoine 
Predock's Spencer Theater. 



climatological data 
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These statistics are for Ruidoso which has an 
elevation of 6, 760 ft. The elevation of the site is 
around 9,000 ft. Because climate changes with 
elevation, these statistics are only approximate. 



geology 
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Geology of Carrizozo-Ruidoso-Roswell area 

---------------------------------------------- ---- -

• 

The geological 
history of this part of 
New Mexico is filled 
with interest. Sierra 
Blanca, the highest 
peak in the area, 
was once a volcanic 
mountain. The fault 
lines underneath 
Sierra Blanca peak 
were the source of 
what is known today 
as the Sierra Blanca 
Mountains. 

-----------



r-ontex geology 
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The Tularosa Valley to the west of Sierra Blanca is 
a very interesting desert landscape, puncuated by 
the fact that it is surrounded by mountain ranges 
and has no river outlet to the sea. Water that is 
carried into the valley from the mountains 
evaporates and leaves deposits of alkaline minerals 
in an area just west of White Sands National 
Monument, known as the Alkali Flat. Slowly over 
time, the winds break the alkali crystals apart and 
carry away the mineral in tiny sand crystals. The 
prevailing southwestern winds carry the sand to the 
dune fields of White Sands. On very windy days, 
some of the sand is carried 70 to 100 miles to the 
east and north, an area including the White 
Mountain Wilderness . 



geology 
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To the west, the Sierra Blanca Mountains drain into the 
Tularosa Valley. To the east the mountains carry rainwater and 
spring melts into the Pecos River system, which eventually 
joins the Rio Grande River on its journey to the Gulf of Mexico. 

I• 



life zones 

Lite Z.ones tram De-sert to Mountaintop 
Showing Cht1racterisbc Plants 
oF Dittercnt 5elts 

,.\1 l 1c Alpine 
/ .. on<! 

Hud:.oman 
Z.one 

Glnad1an 
Z.onc.: 

Transition 
Lone 

tipper 
Sono1<1n 
?one 

lower 

11,500 II . 
limberline 

Alpine, Tundr.i, Li<hl•U) 

10,000 to 11,500 II. 
Englcmo1nn Spruce, Bri~tltcone Pinr 

8,000 lo 10,000 IL 
Dougl.1> 1 ir, "'pen, l:Sluc Sprucr 

6,500 to 8,000 II 
l'nndrro-.:.1 Pine Fort:~t 

5,000 to 7, 000 It. 
l'inon-Jumpor lloodl•nd 

J,000 10 5,000 IL 
Yu cu, Ot~tr1 Pl.Jnt'\ 

There are differing opinions as to the number and 
name of life zones in the Southwest. However, they 
are all similar and the usual difference is simply a 
combination of two zones or substituting tundra for 
alpine. This graphic was chosen because it was in 
a book written about Ruidoso and the surrounding 
area, rather than the entire Southwest. 



Ponderosa Pine 
Height: 60-130 ft. 
Diameter: 2.5-4 ft. 

plant life 

Needles: evergreen; 2 or 3 in a bundle; 4-8 inches long 
This is the most common and commercially important 
pine found in North America. Its timber is used for 
window frames and panel doors. Its seeds are eaten by 
quail, nutcrackers, squirrels, and other wildlife.2 

Douglas Fir 
Height: 80-200 ft. 
Diameter: 2-5 ft. 
Needles: evergreen; spread in 2 rows; 0.75-1.25 inches 
long 



plant life 
;c-...,., ..---- .. :"'>~:: 

Engelmann Spruce 
H "ght· 80-100 ft. 

ei · 2 5 ft 
Diameter: 1.5- . '. 0 625-1 inch long Needles: evergreen, . 



Quaking Aspen 
Height: 40-70 ft. 
Diameter: 1-1.5 ft. 

plant life 

Leaves: 1.25-3 inches long; nearly round, abruptly short
pointed, rounded at base 

Blue Spruce 
Height: 70-100 ft. 
Diameter: 1.5-3 ft. 
Needles: evergreen; spreading on all sides of twig from 
very short leafstalks; 0.75-1.125 inches long 



animal life 

Mule Deer 



animal life 

Black Bear 



animal life 

Red Fox 

Common Porcupine 



animal life 

Red Squirrel 



animal life 

Common Raccoon 



animal life 

Steller's Jay 

Common Raven 



animal life 

Broad-tailed Hummingbird 

Rufous Hummingbird 



precedents 

Chapel of Santa Maria degli Angeli - Monte Tamaro, 
Ticino, Switzerland 
Mario Botta 

Movement is a primary concern. Every step 
from arrival to departure is thought out and 
planned by Botta for this chapel. Movement is 
determined by the surrounding landscape. b 
The walkway carries one straight out to a •--i.. 
precipice and then offers a consoling stairway 
down to a level plaza and into the chapel. After leaving the chapel, one takes 

a more comfortable path 
h the building itself and 
to the beginning. 

Photos by Enrico Cano 



precedents 

House in High Bridge, New Jersey 
Kramer E. Woodard Architects 

Located on a site that was an iron mine in the 
18th century, the building's formal lines 
represent the site's history, "an arrangement of 
horizontal strips parallel to the gradient." The 
design follows the topography of the site, and 
takes full advantage of views of the surrounding 
heavy forest. 

Photos by Kevin Chu and Catherine nghe Bogert 



precedents 

El Condor House - Santiago, Chile 
Christian De Groote 

The architect built this house for himself, and it is only one of 
three houses on this property. There is a steady slope from the 
top to the bottom of the property, and the house is built into the 
slope to some extent to cope 
with the steepness of the 
hillside. The house steps its 
way down the hillside to 
commune with the other two 
houses on the property. It 
springs from the earth in a 
strict geometry, but the house 
allows the vegetation of the 
hillside to grow around it and 
up its walls expressing its 
eventual submission to the 
earth. 



precedents 

Viewing Platform - Sognefjell , Norway 
Carl-Viggo Holmebakk 

Located on the highest mountain road in this Norwegian mountain range, the viewing 
platform serves to reduce the amount of 
ecological damage delivered by tourists 

1~~"1~~~ and sight-seers by concentrating their 
activities into one location. It's peculiar 
isolation draws visitors to the platform. 
From there, one can use the swiveling 
glass panels to 
identify 

~~~~~~!I!lii[iil!iliii!i~!iliiiiiiiil significant 
;<un,;;..~·lv-l~ ~~~~~~~ peaks and 

other objects 
on the horizon. 

Unknown photographer 



endnotes 

1. Brenzel, 7. 
2. Little, 286. 





Q nee the design process began, it became clear that the most 
important of the three goals mentioned in the Facility section of this 
program, other than the need to follow the green design theory, was to 
inspire visitors. The building had to look grounded on the site and look as 
though it truly belonged in this natural setting. It was imperative that the 
visitor center not dominate the site, but rather serve to highlight the 
natural features of the site. The site is full of interest, such as the large 
granite boulders forming a number of rock outcroppings; a good variety of 
trees, some old, tall Ponderosa Pines, some slender Aspens, and some 
very full Douglas Fir and Blue Spruce trees; the open ground is covered in 
native alpine grasses; there are local views of rising peaks and falling 
canyons, and distant views of nearby villages and the slow transition of 
mountains to rolling hills to the vast plains in the east. 

The first design concept placed the building on the existing 
parking lot in an effort to minimize damage to the existing site. It was 
decided, however, that the building should spread out more in order to 



move the visitor around the site and show off the various spectacular 
views. 

To spread out the building, one cluster of spaces was placed on 
the existing parking lot and one was placed further up the gentle slope 
due east of the first cluster. Connecting the two parts of the building was 
a thick stone wall with a ramp that ran along side it. The wall served a 
double purpose; it was used to give definition to what would have 
otherwise been an open ramp in empty space and to act as an aqueduct 
to carry rainwater runoff from the up-slope building cluster to a cistern at 
the focal point of the lower building cluster. 

It was determined that the ramp connecting the two building 
clusters would be infeasible, and so, a third and final concept was formed. 

The third concept involved pulling that thick stone wall from the 
second concept apart and putting the program within it. At this point the 
building had been transformed from one cluster of spaces to two clusters 
and finally to a linear organization. 

In the story A Wilderness Hike (page 94), it is told that the height 
of the stone wall remains unchanged as the wall stretches across the site 
to meet the rising hillside. The idea that the wall's height would remain 
unchanged was very important to the visual perception of the building 
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being grounded in the site. Therefore, once the building became linear, it 
was decided to excavate the earth to allow the interior spaces of the 
building to remain on one level rather than rise with the natural slope of 
the hillside. This allowed the stone wall's height to remain the same and 
strengthened the visual perception of the visitor center growing from the 
site. 

To further this visual perception, none of the walls on the south 
side of the stone wall rise above the stone wall's height of fourteen feet. 
In addition, a circulation corridor runs beside the stone wall the entire 
length of the building. These features allow the stone wall to maintain 
some dominance. The wall shelters the building from the winter winds 
that predominantly come from the northwest. Its thickness also plays a 
role in protecting the visitor center from the external temperature extremes 
throughout the year. 

The whole idea behind the design was to keep the ecological part 
of the design as simple as possible, yet to still be very effective. It was 
also a point of concern to make the building's response to climate very 
much automatic, so as to not depend upon the users of the visitor center 
to maintain its healthy relationship with the environment. 



P resentation of this project to my thesis faculty 
members occurred on Tuesday, November 12, 2002 in the 
architecture gallery at the College of Architecture of Texas 
Tech University. 

The following pages show each panel of the wall 
presentation followed by photographs of the model. 



wall presentation ...... _. 
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Lost 
Woods? 
The search for a globally 
A Green Visitor Center for the White Mountain Wilderness Area 
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A Wilderness Hike 
Dttp In the wilderness the sun Is filtered through pine trees, cre•tllli a shady llihl. A trail follows • 
creek up a canyon, cut Into the mountain by the running water. A glance down at your feet shows the 
worn path through the woods, whkh others have traveled. But today, no one Is around and despite the 
trail there Is• reel Ina that no one else has been here before. A rustle In the underbrush ahead to the 
right requires a quick glance up. The sound Is a reminder that you are not alone. The white tall of a 
mule deer disappears into the trees. l ooking 1n that direction the limbless, lower trunks of the pine 
trees merge to make a wall; a wall between you and where you are aolna or where you have been. 
Moving along the trait again shows that the wall Is not fixed. It continually moves further Into the forest 
ahead and behind you, surrounding you like the time that makes up the present. 

The trait dips and crosses the creek on a pair of boulders laid over the water. It Is summer and the 
water runs slowly downstream over sediment and rocks polished by centuries of sprin11 melts. The water 
is clear and cold as It comes from the mountain above. Cllnglng 10 the edge, a continuous and uneven 
line of green plants runs the lenjth of the creek on both sides, and your strides kkk aside the long 
leaves stretching out over the trail . A butterfly glides silently by and rests on a stern to flutter Its wlnjS 

In a patch of sunlight. l ooking ahead the trait crosses the creek several more times and then rises and 
turns away from the water. 

The air Is cool In the shade of the forest, and the only sound Is your footsteps on the tra il and the wind 
blowfng thrOtJih the tops of the trees. Occasionally a bird chirps as It flies up and away leavinj you to 
the solitude of the trait. Pushing on, the trail switches back as It climbs the mountainside, 111vtng a view 
of the trail behind you from above. To the left the mountain rises quk kty and on the riaht It falls 10 the 
valley below. Shortly the trees give way and a steep meadow Is open to the sky. 

A squirrel sprinis up the trunk of • tree and It Is here that you see the trees are chanfllnj. A cluster of 
oak trees forms the other edge or the meadow, and some Douglas Fir Intermingle and wrround the oaks. 
Some large granite boulders covered In lkhen lay below the tra il just before it reenters the forest. Past 
the boulders the forest Is darker now for the predominant fir trees produce limbs down the lenjth or 
their trunks to the ground, blocking out more light. 

Amidst the fir trees. the forest Is also quieter. All sound Is dampened by the bulkier trees. Here the 
trail alternates between short uphill and downhill segments. It lowers to another stream In the canyon 
adjacent to the first. It crosses and continues up the next ~lion or troll away from the stream. The 
streams· ascents are now too steep for the trail to follow. Instead It must cut back and forth across the 
mountainside for a less strenuous climb, crosslnj multiple canyons and streams maklnt Its way to the 
rldiellne. 
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The trees beside the trail are now great In diameter. They are the elders In the forest , having spent 
many years stretch!~ for sunlight. Throughout the wilderness, there are many fallen trees slowly 
decomposing and returning to the soil the nutrients they once took from ft. In this way, the forest 
rebuilds itself again and again in an endless cycle. 

Further along, the trail enters an aspen grove, full of spotted fight and warmer air. Likely the grove 
was, years ago, an open meadow full of native grasses and flowers; the meadow Itself the product of a 
forest lire. But now the aspens have taken over the hole In the forest, creating a unique atmosphere In 
the middle of the wilderness. Sunlight filters through the green, quaking leaves and bounces off the 
white bark of the aspen trunks. The ground Is covered In short grasses and fast yea(s aspen leaves 
making a good mulch, retaining the soil's moisture. There are more birds here, absorbing the sun's fight 
and chirping to one another. 

Beyond the aspen grove, the trail enters a sloped meadow leading up to a rfdgclfnc void of trees. The 
trail climbs leaving the forest behind It. The meadow Is covered In tall 11rasses blowfn11 In the wind, 
which Is moving swiftly over the mountain from the valley on the other side. Stepping astride the ridge, 
the trail is open to the world surrounding It. You can see for miles In nearly every direction. Adjoining 
ridges rise and fall Into countless canyons. To the east, mountains slowly fade Into hills and then reffing 
plains. To the west, rocky slopes drop off quickly to the desert valley below. Ahead, the trail follows 
the treeless crest and disappears Into more trees. 

After a short distance the trail leaves the trees once more and enters another clearing. The trail cuts 
through the center of the clearing and passes between two large outcroppln11s of 11ranlte boulders. 
Beyond the boulders the trail approaches a long narrow building cut Into the rising hlflslde. Dominated 
by a stone waif running the le~th of the building, the structure becomes an extension of the trail. The 
height of the waif remains unchanged as the building stretches across the clearing eventually glvfng way 
to the rising mountain. Partway down the wall, the main section of the building Is crossed by a short 
linear block rising In height above the stone waif, In mimic of the surrounding peaks. 

A!. the trail moves around to the south side of the long stone waif a series of earth walls running parallel 
start and stop as though they are segments of the stone waif set apart from ft at varyflli distances. 
Letters on the stone waif read WHITE MOUNTAIN WILDERNESS AREA VISITOR CENTER. Stepping from 
the worn trail onto a floor of ceramic tile, the walkway takes you pa.st a far~ round poof with a waif 
rising from Its center labeled NORTH, and on to a heavy wood door set In a waif of glass and overhung 
by an Inverted pitched roof. 

Inside, a reception area Is covered In spotted fight , for the roof Is made up of transparent solar panels. 
The circulation corridor continues straight ahead along the stone waif through anothM door, outside Into 
a courtyard. From Inside to outside, the ceramic life floor goes unbroken by threshold, feadflli across 
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the courtyard to another wooden door In a wall of glass. It Is here In this courtyard open to the blue sky 
that the two elements of the building meet, the long linear section fading Into the mountain and the 
short block reaching skyward like a mountain. Inside the courtyard a strip of undulating glass flows 
overhead crossing the main axis of the building as the streams had crossed the trail lower down the 
mountain. 

Following t he tile walkway through the door opposite the courtyard, you once again enter a space full of 
shady tight. The corridor continues straight ahead along the stone wall for a long distance until It 
ends in a stairway leading up. To the right of the corridor are maps and photographs of the wilderness. 
Halfway to the stairway Is a another courtyard Immediately adjacent to the corridor separated by a 
glass wal l. Beyond the courtyard Is a small library full of books and journals with sitt ing areas and views 
of the courtyard. 

Standing at the bottom or the stairs you can see the steps climbing to the top or the stone wall against a 
background or blue clear sky. At the top or the stairs the tile walkway continues alofli the top of the 
stone wall until It meets the rising earth, at which point a circular observation area Is surrounded by an 
amphitheater. Here you reach the end of the trail, turn around, and focus on where you have been. 

Thesis Statement 
Architecture in a preserved natural environment should communicate the spirit or the place without 
destroying that spirit. 

Leopold s Influence 
Aldo Leopold, the father or conservation, has been noted as saying that there were two things that 
interested him: the relationship or people to the land, and the relationship or people to each other. 

1 

Leopold knew that the land was a complete ecology In Itself. It could heal Itself. like aspens taking 
advantage of a clearing In a section of forest damaged by fire. He also knew that people Interfered 
with that ecology, and strongly believed in the need for a land ethic. In fact, Leopold was instrumental 
in persuading the U.S. government to set aside the first Wilderness Area. 

Leopold found true solace In nature. He enjoyed and he learned from his time spent In Its solitude. He 
devoted his life to protecting and restoring natural ecosystems. Leopolcfs concern can and should be 
applied to the world of architecture, a field responsible for creat ing the world around us. 

1. Ll"OPQlld.AldO. A~(CUW(AllNNC. Wttn b W'f'Ol'l(omt'f'l't(toft. ~ ... ~ Odord "'"""'1.ttr rre-u . 1001 . ,, I ) 
111'1tto6.ICtlO'\bf~hlBrciwftJ 
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Ecology-Sustaining Issues 
It ls In Leopold"s Interest In conservation that the rules of archllectural intervention should be molded. 

Energy Conservation 
·natural ventilation (passive coollngl 

coot, Pf~IM"'t wmmet" brtt:r.n enter the buidltll from the ~.ut Uvouth mMl"f CIPtf•blt ~ and now Uwo-.llh o. 
bU'ldlnt pW\lf'rt the WMmt'f. lUi~ lit' up iN'ld Olll UWOUSh oprn wc.Uom °' lhe tihS · ptMt rool 

·thermal mass walls (passive heating and cooling) 
Wk'lttr 
U'l lc:k wath abiorb uld s1ore t\cjl from the wn (d1Jt1nt the O.y) 1nd rc-ltt~ Wt he•t lnlo the bu11d1t1t dumt the coed n 'tflu 

Summe< 
lhk.lir. w.lth ~ate tM tlttfflOf ol lhe bulld1~ lrom t.ht htu of tht ~ OUrint tht CS.y 

-active solar collectlon 
pho«cwoll•k <rib 6nt~•ted into tM tool p.1ntb pt~ ~IY for f't«:ttlt:My M'ld hOl w•tff'; 
OW ltrtt ~of sunny~ In t.h~Pllfl ct thtcounuymlM"S lhbtne'thodot ~tlttt tnfflY ~f«.Uy ffll-ltM 

-natural tight 
Nlur•l hf'lt b l.l'M'd A) Wm.in WM.WU of lllolll'dNtion, r('du(lrfl the Cll.Mchnt$~f!' on Mttflc:l.M lftNlf'll M>Utcn, whktl 
N'+'t' lrldltiofwilly bttn W l"tOl f'Mfty ~ f0t bU6'c:IW\tt 

·smart lighting sensors 
~ allow for s.uppkmenUil l'fhUnt wN'n Ntuulll l~t \tYcti Mr \ow 

Material Conservation 
·natural, renewable building materials 

wooo Item W\talnabl:y rn.tn.l;ed 10ft1U lnwf('\ lNl lflit ff10!.MU I\~ ~Ced 
Hrlh wall\ can bf'~ from a v.ntty of \Olb •n6 wtll tai.t fOt nundr~ or yiean w1th tltt&e m1WlteNinU 

Water Conservation 
·rainwater collection 

11tnw1tn horn tht root k coll«tf'd. filltn"5. Mid $lOtfd .H a wateor ~J lor tht ~ 

Embedded in Place 
-local building materials 
~ lrom lhe rw&reu iourc.t h. USitd I01 l~l wood ltanwd wath and~ fr#Tltnt lor • 11 lht tyteod w.W tn the~ 
p anltt' f1om on'11te boul""' k uwd to fonn tht fNJn uorc ••II ot t.ht bufktnt 

·attention to topography 
w bulklint b snc<I •lont. the ridtt(lnC' and thcfefore dlil\IP'U t.M- n.atural ch~ ~llefnt of lhe " le H lllllf' •t ponatile 
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R.alnw.attt colle<tt'd ftom the tool 1, urricd 
to the cht«'fn ntar thr front of ~ buldlnf. 
Tl'<' cmnn combu of two tn.f)ot p¥U: • 
~llow pooC and I.he briow "~ c:bttm. 
Tht- WUow pool~ .&l .t W.filt'f fHlUl't' 

Mdint lntt'f~l to lhe rKf1JOon MH In tht> 
cYtnint' and at nlJM, atUm.tb wch n dtt1' 
and r•cOO!'I' will hkC'ly drink from the pool. 
In this w-.y, lht> pool will be Ultd by both 
human vi\llOI"\ and MlllT\ll rtt~S of lJwo 
wttotfnti.\llC'f 
k(ort' tM ,.1nw.111« n tnmfC'nrd from lhC' 
pc>Ot to W c.b lttn it Ii hUe-tC'CI to tfft'IOVC' 

dtbris. Tiw cklf'l'l'I ~ hdated from I.ht pooC 
to p1rv«11 COftU m •NUon from <\nlm&h .tnd 
.ti~ trowth horn wollg:ht. W.itt horn the 
cntC'fn it urriH to • wrvKe room wnhin 
UW bu'tdtnf wtiefe It b hlttnd .t~ln . .At 
um pmnt W wattt c.tn ~ hltfffd for pot· 

&btt' ~ or '°' ~ In ot11tt ~uwoom or 
J.itchC"nflAl.Uf't1. 

P=perspect ive I V=view I D•detail 

Rainwater Storage Cistern 

1. WUow<Of'IUctC'poolflOfl. Nmttttl 
l . unhtlfft'd HW-.tlff 
) , Ct'famk. Ute w.alkw-ay lftCUMi l~I 
4. IMlll dtlll'l IO Cl'Ut'fn 
S. inltt.I ral'tw~lttf hUt'f 
6. wn1ce rn.anho&e fOf d i lt'm 
1. n.soo1a1Lon'°"''f't• cbtern 
I . O"tCit·hlttff'd r.atnwatf!f 
9. no.tltlt Wllrf pi.#T'lp 

tO. R«.~rut>bef hlM 
I I, me"tll~urrk-iwatC'l IOpntnatyfJoltC'I 
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S cale: 1 inch = 20 feet 

Length: 41 in. 

Width: 25 in. 

Height: 12 in. 

corrugated cardboard topography 

basswood and plexiglass building 

wooden dowel trees 

all model photographs taken by author 
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possibilities 
~--

I t was mentioned in the story, A Wilderness Hike, that the solid 
walls (running parallel to the main stone wall) were pulled apart from the 
stone wall , were in fact part of that wall conceptually. I do not think that 
idea has been well conveyed by the design. And perhaps the easiest and 
best way to remedy the lack of connection would be to change the 
material of the subordinate walls. They would, I think, better convey the 
idea if they were made of the same stone as the main wall, rather than 
rammed earth. 

There is a second reason why I feel the use of more stone walls 
would be beneficial. Earth walls should not remain in contact with water 
for long periods of time, and therefore might become damaged by the 
snow that sits heavy on the site during the winter. 

Another possibility for change lies in the placement of the cistern 
and shallow pool. Originally, the pool was placed so as to directly catch 
rainwater running down along the trough on the top of the main stone wall. 
A design change was made eliminating the need for a rainwater trough 
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